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Puratatva Mandir of Ahmedabad, was a magazine full of
valuable research; and its disappearance has left a void
which has not been filled
XX
During the whole of this period, the professional stage
muddled through. Current problems are of late being
introduced on the stage, though the experiment has reduc-
ed the present generation to the sad plight of having to
witness in all plays, Puranic, historical and modern, a
character in some shape or another which looks like a
mockery of Mahatma Gandhi, a sprinkling of Gandhi caps,
and the saffron saris of the Desha Sevikas.
But a love of realism among the educated has created
enthusiasm for amateur theatricals.1 The ugly tradition
of men masquerading as women has been definitely broken
and so also the belief that Gujarati women of respectability
cannot act well on the stage. Evidently the future of the
Gujarat! stage is in the hands of amateurs.
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Among weeklies, N'dvajivana, of course, stood on a
pedestal of its own. Amratlal Sheth's Saufflshfra, publish-
ed in Ranpur, had a fine literary quality unknown to
weekly journalism. Bombay Sam'dchar, by reason of its
being the best weekly newspaper, perhaps leads the circu-
lation of any other similar paper in India. Hindustan and
PrajJmitra attained popularity by its advocacy of socialism
and advanced thought Kaiser-i-Hind, one of the oldest
weeklies is the most advanced journal of the Parsis. In
addition to these, over a dozen weeklies are published in
Bombay and the district towns in Gujarata, some being
1, Some years ago, students in Baroda, under the direction of Pranlal
Munshi, author of Bdidana and other plays, staged Ramanlal Desai's
&arM&—Hrdaya with success. In Bombay, Chandravadan Chimanlal Mehta
has devote'd the best part of his energies for years to organising amateur
theatricals among students. And Purshottam Tricumdas, author of HWnna
Danta (1931) and other smart plays, directed the Gujarati Amateurs when in
1928 they first staged KffiMr-Sasi with conspicuous success, opening up great
literary and artistic possibilities. Recently (January 1935) the Sahitya
Dinsad produced a ballet in - Bombay in which a few notable incidents in
the life of Narsinha Mehta were expressed through dance, song and music,
remarkably artistic for a first experiment pf the kind,

